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This paper provides a method for dynamic simulation and target vehicle detection of the CubeSat spacecraft in the Low Earth Orbit. The technique for orbit prediction is verified against the Clohessy-Wiltshire solution while allowing for delta-V adjustments. Attitude simulation is performed using the Modified-Rodriguez
Parameters variation of the Euler’s equation for rigid body motion. An attitude kinematic-driver was developed to target the chaser vehicle camera towards the client CubeSat. Camera images are generated using
rendering software with specified target and chaser spacecraft predicted motion. Spacecraft detection is performed using two state-of-the-art deep learning Convolutional Neural Networks, namely, the 101-layer ResNet
and the Inception-ResNet-V2 classifiers with Faster-R-CNN as the object detection engine. Results show, after
applying transfer learning, both classification networks work well for simulation and laboratory experiment
images.

I.

Introduction

I

NNOVATIONS and cost reductions in digital and electronic devices over the past 30 years have enabled universities
and institutions with budget constraints to gain access to space missions using CubeSats.1 As CubeSat technology matures, its mission capabilities continue to grow, and their structure designs continue to standardize.2 Early
demonstrations of CubeSat relative formation flying3 and recent interest in spacecraft and space debris4 Proximity
Operations (ProxOps)5 have pushed relative navigation requirements to the forefront of CubeSat sensors6 and Guidance Navigation and Control (GNC) software. Camera systems are usually smaller, lighter and less energy intensive
than its LIDAR counterparts. Since CubeSats cannot accommodate the conventional LIDAR due to its geometric and
power constraints, it is mostly limited to space cameras for ProxOps navigation. Furthermore, while cooperative fiducial markers can improve CubeSat relative state estimation,6 it is unlikely for most missions to select this hardware.
Uncooperative relative navigation, on the other hand, does not require the Client Satellite (CS) to equip target aid
hardware such as retro-reflectors or visual cues and therefore allows greater mission flexibility. The states of the target object must be estimated before planning and controlling the Servicing Spacecraft (SS) trajectory. The following
section would discuss some early and state-of-the-art spacecraft state estimation systems based on monocular camera
images.

A.

Related Work

Early use of machine vision for space GNC visual odometry, or pose estimation, detects line features from the image
and matches the internal model to these lines through weighted least squares energy function7 and applies Random
Sample Consensus (RANSAC).8, 9 Miravet et al.10 implements image processing techniques to extract the target
spacecraft from its background and scores basic two-dimensional geometric shapes to the discovered blob image.
While such rudimentary methods may operate for a narrowly predefined mission segment, it is highly disruptable
under geometric confusion, illumination, affine view, and rotational variations. A recently published space image
dataset by Lingenauber et al.11 reveals under real-world lighting conditions, the resulting hardware image can be
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highly intricate. Developments in line and contour features for spacecraft pose estimation typically applies distance
and orientation of the edge match through some pre-defined length metric.12, 13 Other registration methods include
using 3D particle filter tracking,13 or simple geometric edge shapes such as rectangles14 and ellipses.15, 16 To increase
robustness, D’Amico combines Hough Transform filtered edges into perceptual groups.17 Alternatively, Least Median
of Squares estimator or RANSAC may also be used to improve pose estimation confidence.18 Finally, for stable
tracking and tolerance to large object motions, a Kalman filter is typically applied to the back-end process.19–21
While edge features have many desirable and invariant properties, they are more difficult to manage than point
features from corners or blob image extremas. Solving 3D-to-2D point registration is called the the perspective-npoint (PnP) problem, the solutions to PnP can be iterative (i.e. SoftPOSIT)22–25 or direct (i.e. ePnP).26–28 Cho et
al.29 used the Gaussian Mixture Model in place of the PnP for point set registration, where a mixture of corners and
blob extremas are front-end interest points. Corners computed from the Harris Matrix,30 or Features from Accelerated
Segment Test (FAST)31 are well developed and often used as the point feature. Image feature keypoints such as
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT),32 Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF),33 or Accelerated-KAZE34 are
mostly invariant to scale, rotation, and to some degree affine transformations. Transformation invariance allows for
stable point features when transitioning through frames. In addition to the keypoints, the image feature also contains
handcrafted descriptor vectors. These descriptors allow for the identification of the keypoints so they will match across
frames or between different camera views.35, 36 Post et al.36 make use of front-end image features: SIFT,32 SURF33
and ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features).37 Combined with Fast
Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbours38 for feature matching, and efficient Perspective-n-Point (ePnP)26 for
a back-end pose estimator. Alternatively, comparing images transformed into Eigen-space principal components may
also provide coarse pose estimation.39 Zhang et al.40 employed a Box-Laplacian of Gaussian (Box-LoG) kernel for
producing point features from circular fiducial markers. The Box-LoG kernel, like the Difference-of-Gaussian or the
box filter approximation, locate the marker point locations with the main difference of an adapted kernel radius based
on known sizes of the fiducial markers. Zhang and Jiang41 proposed using kernel regression for spacecraft detection
and pose estimation based on Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG).42 These transformations reduce the image
to its primary components or capture edge and gradient structure of its local-shape. In parallel, the machine-learned
kernel produces a response map also retaining the principal image structure. These models share the use of front-end
handcrafted feature extracting mechanisms for edges, keypoints and feature descriptors, but do not take advantage of
the recent breakthroughs in deep learning where learned filters of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) or ConvNets
can produce significant improvements in object detection. To this end, this investigation develops realistic spacecraft
orbit and attitude motion for camera image generation while transferring the latest CNN techniques to target CubeSat
detection.
The use of CNN has experienced a breakthrough in the last five years. Krizhevsky et al.43 demonstrated ConvNet’s
effectiveness on the Imagenet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)-2012, a large-scale database with
millions of images.44 Zeiler and Fergus45 showed kernel weights learned on large image datasets outperform handcrafted ones and can transfer to smaller datasets.46 With the development of deeper,47–49 and wider50–52 networks,
ConvNets have become the engine of choice for image classification and object detection.53–58 The recent state-of-theart image classifiers are the Residual-Network (ResNet)48 and the Inception-ResNet-V251 network. When combined
with object detection engine using Faster-Regions with CNN features (Faster-RCNN),55 these ConvNets can perform
spacecraft detection reliably. This investigation provides a simulation environment to produce realistic orbit and
attitude motion of the servicing and client CubeSat spacecraft and generates monocular camera images for object
detection using the latest ConvNet systems. The organisation of this paper is as follows: Section II provides an
overview of the process-pipeline. Section III presents the methods for dynamic simulation of the spacecraft vehicles.
Section IV describes the methods for CubeSat image classification and detection. Section V provides the simulation
and experiment parameters. This section will also provide details on image generation and experiment image test
cases. Section VI presents the results and data analysis. Finally, Sec. VII concludes this investigation.

II.

Process Overview

Figure 1 describes an overview of the simulation process. The spacecraft detection functionality requires specialised ConvNet models and pre-trained weights. Training of the ConvNet model needs known images of CubeSat
CS with bounding box and category ID tags. Training input requires several hundred images of a particular object
class. XML files following the Pascal Visual Object Classes (VOC)59 format a contains annotated label information.
The image labels and annotation files are converted into a tensorflow binary data file or tfRecords. The binary file
a http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk/pascal/VOC/voc2012/devkit_doc.pdf
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includes all images, its labels, and bounding box information. In addition to the tfRecords, the training process also
requires a model configuration file. The model configuration file defines the ConvNet structure from layer to layer,
and it provides training specific parameters such as learning rate and the number of training steps. The next input
to the training software is the category labels which provides the spacecraft category ID and the associated name.
Finally, a previously trained model-weights file is used to initialise the network. While model-weights can be trained
from scratch, it is highly recommended to apply transfer learning, that is, to initiate training from weights that are
pre-trained from large image datasets such as ILSVRC,44 Pascal VOC,59 or Microsoft Common Objects in Context
(COCO).60 These datasets have hundred-thousands to millions of annotated images. The pre-train weights from these
large datasets are optimised kernels tuned to finding principal features. A small dataset specialised in CubeSat will not
be sufficient to train the network weights, especially for a sizeable ConvNet model. The inference accuracy will suffer
significantly if transfer learning is not applied.
Once backward propagation training is complete to a satisfactory loss value, the model graph from Tensorflow is
frozen, this output set will contain the model and final weights so it can be used for the forward-inference. During the
inference process, the simulator is provided with initial CS and SS classical orbital element state, the Euler angle and
angular velocity attitude state. The initial orbital elements are converted into the J2000 Earth Centric Inertial (J2000ECI) frame denoted by F00 . The Local-Vertical-Local-Horizontal (LVLH) frame is denoted by Fco . The initial
attitude state is converted into quaternions and Modified Rodriguez Parameters (MRP). The attitude state propagation
will be performed using MRP and the Runge-Kutta-4 (RK4) numerical integrator.61 The integration process begins
with attitude motion for CS because its attitude motion does not depend on the servicer. The attitude dynamics of
the SS is not integrated but computed by a kinematic-driver. The kinematic-driver points the SS camera towards the
CS and requires the relative position of the CS in the LVLH frame. The kinematic-driver block can be replaced with
the dynamic integration of the SS attitude motion with an active control torque law to govern the SS pointing. The
complete post-integration attitude information from the CS and SS will provide the necessary rotations for spacecraft
positional forward-kinematics. When performing the orbit integration for the CS and SS, the associating pointing data
is needed for thruster orientation. delta-V can be applied to the SS kinematically after the RK4 integration; however,
this can also be replaced by dynamic thruster forces in the orbit integration block.
After integration, a full set of orbit and attitude state is available. Forward-kinematic calculations are computed
to obtain the interface data for image generation. Image generation can be performed using the commercial-off-theshelf 3D Studio Max® (3DS-Max® ) software. CubeSat CAD models are imported into 3DS-Max® and simplified, so
it is suitable for fast-paced rendering, i.e. non-appearing or unimportant features are removed. A virtual monocular
camera is created in 3DS-Max® to model the SS camera, the intrinsic camera parameters are imported, and the virtual
camera is calibrated by standard camera calibration techniques. When switching from synthetic images generated by
the numerical simulation to laboratory experiment images, the ”Synthetic Image Generation” block from Fig. 1 is
replaced with motions and captured images from the real-world camera. Finally, the camera images are tested using
the trained ConvNet model and weights. The bounding box and probability data information for each sample image is
outputted to a text file.

III.

Dynamic Simulation

For realistic SS camera and CS motion, a full orbit and attitude dynamic simulation is developed to generate
synthetic CubeSat images. The following sections provide the governing equations for CubeSat orbit and attitude
motion as well as providing details of the kinematic-driver pointing the SS towards the CS.
A.

Orbit Simulation

Coordinate systems for the orbital simulation is shown in Figure 2. The body frames Fco and Fso for CS and SS
respectively are located in the Earth orbit about the J2000-ECI frame of reference. The Z axis of the orbital frames
are nadir pointing while their X axis points in the direction of the orbital motion and Y complete the right hand. All
vehicle motion in the ProxOps setting is relative to the Fco frame which is the LVLH. The absolute orbital motion
follows the standard two-body problem,
µ
r = 0,
(1)
r̈ +
krk3
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Figure 1. Simulation process including offline training. During inference, the dotted arrow indicates initialisation. For laboratory experiments, replace the ”Synthetic Image Generation” block with real-world camera images.

where µ = 3.986004418e14m3 s−2 is the Earth gravitational constant, and r is the position of the spacecraft in the
J2000-ECI frame. The orbital state is formulated as
" # "
#" # "
#
0
1
ṙ
r
0
=
+
,
(2)
µ
− krk
0
r̈
ṙ
f
3
ẋo = Ao xo + Bo uo ,

(3)

where f is the combined natural and artificial accelerations on the vehicle. The natural accelerations can be the result
of planet geopotential, atmospheric drag, and Sun-Moon gravity etc. . Artificial accelerations may come from thruster
models. For this investigation, the Bo uo term is set to zero and delta-V is added directly
h to the orbit
i state. xo is the
T
T
T
orbital state in J2000-ECI composed of the position and velocity of the spacecraft, xo = r
. Orbit validation
ṙ
is performed using the Clohessy-Wiltshire (CW) formula for unperturbed orbital motion. Details of the validation is
provided in Appendix A.
B.

Attitude Simulation

The vehicle body frames Fcb and Fsb are located at the spacecraft Center of Mass and is co-located with the respective
orbital frames. The body frame is fixed to the vehicle, and its motion is governed by the Euler’s equation for rigid
body motion,
Jω̇ + ω × Jω = τ ,
(4)
where J is the vehicle Moment of Inertia (MoI), ω is the angular velocity, ω × is the skew-symmetric cross product
matrix associated with ω and τ is the externally applied torque from natural and artificial forces. The cross product
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Figure 2. Coordinate system definitions. F00 denotes J2000-ECI, Fco denotes the location of the CS orbit and locates the CS body
coordinate Fcb , it is also the ProxOps local LVLH. Fso denotes the SS orbit and locates the SS body coordinate Fsb .

matrix for any vector a =

h

a1

a2

a3
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−a1  .
0

(5)

An elegant method of transitioning the state attitude is by the use of Modified Rodriguez Parameters (MRP).62 First,
the attitude of the vehicle is converted into MRP by applying a stereographic projection of the attitude quaternion
h
iT
that is denoted by q = εT η
. ε is related to the axis angle φ and the attitude vector â as ε = â sin (φ/2) and
η = cos (φ/2). The MRP is defined as,
ε
σ=
= â tan (φ/4) .
(6)
1+η
The angular velocity in MRP is derived as
σ̇ = Tω.

(7)

where T is


i
1 h
1 − σ T σ 1 + 2σ × + 2σσ T .
(8)
4
In Eq. (8), 1 is a 3×3 identity matrix and T is a MRP-dependent transformation from Cartesian space to MRP space.
Let define H as a MRP-dependent MoI equivalent parameter in MRP space,
T=

H = T−T JT−1 ,

(9)

and the transformation of body torques to MRP space is
ua = T−T τ .
Finally, let define a transformation matrix C as
h
i
×
C = −T−T JT−1 ṪT−1 + JT−1 σ̇ T−1 ,

(10)

(11)

then the attitude state EoM can be formed as
ẋa = Aa xa + Ba ua ,
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(12)

where xa is the attitude state in MRP space, xTa =
"
Aa =
C.

h

σT

σ̇ T

0
1
0 −H−1 C

i
, and

#

"
, Ba =

0
H−1

#
.

(13)

Target Pointing

The attitude of both CS and SS can be computed by numerically integrating Eq. (12) using the RK4 method.61 A
kinematic-driver is used to point the SS camera towards the CS instead of implementing an SS torque control law.
Consider the coordinate frame specified in Fig. 3. The orientation of Fsb can be developed using the position vector
from Fsb to Fcb expressed in the LVLH (Fco ). This position vector is denoted by rsb,cb
co . The rotation matrix transforming a vector expressed in Fsb to the LVLH is denoted by Rco,sb . Rco,sb can be defined by three basis unit vectors
expressed in LVLH,
h
i
Rco,sb = x̂ ŷ ẑ .
(14)
Let the camera boresight axes align with Fsb ’s Z-axis. then the boresight unit vector ẑ is
ẑ =

rsb,cb
co
krsb,cb
co k

,

(15)

x̂ is chosen to be orthogonal to the LVLH Y -axis,
h

0

x̂ = h
k 0

1
1

0
0

iT
iT

× ẑ
.

(16)

× ẑk

Finally, ŷ is computed by crossing ẑ with x̂ to completing the right-handed coordinate system,
ŷ =

ẑ × x̂
.
kẑ × x̂k

(17)

Fsb orientation relative to the LVLH in quaternion or Euler angles can be computed from the rotation matrix through
standard conversions.63

Figure 3. ProxOps local coordinate systems. Let the servicing CubeSat’s camera coordinate to be the same as its body frame. LVLH is
the client CubeSat’s orbital frame Fco F00 is the J2000-ECI inertial coordinate system. The attitude kinematic-driver for the SS force its
Z-axis to point in the direction of the LVLH.

IV.

Spacecraft Detection

Object classification and detection is a core computer vision problem. Before ConvNet based approaches, wellrecognised methods involved using Haar wavelets,64, 65 using SIFT32 features to construct Bag of visual Words
(BoVW),66, 67 using a codebook with clustering of edge-based features,68 and HOG-based Deformable Part Model
(DPM).69 Recent advances in ConvNet models have improved accuracy in classification of image objects.51, 55 YouOnly-Look-Once network58 and Single-Shot-Detection56 with MobileNet70 are recently developed networks built for
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fast object detection for small resource-constrained platforms. Huang et al.71 recently produced a comprehensive
review of the latest object detection networks. The results of Huang’s analysis shows higher accuracy using InceptionResNet-V2 followed by ResNet-101 for classification and using Faster-RCNN for bounding box detection. This investigation transfers the findings of Huang et al.71 to the spacecraft detection problem. This section provides discussion
on Inception-ResNet-V2 and ResNet-101 with Faster-RCNN.
A.

CNN Image Classifiers

Details of legacy networks are first discussed to put context for investigating the latest ConvNets. As previously
mentioned in Sec. I.A, Krizhevsky’s AlexNet43 was the first network to demonstrate ConvNet’s ability in image classification. AlexNet produced 16.4 percent error in the ILSVRC-2012 for top-5 image classification, a significant
improvement to the handcrafted SIFT descriptor based method from the previous year winner.72 AlexNet used Rectified Linear Units (ReLU)73 as activation functions instead of the traditional sigmoid function, and it used a drop-out74
technique to minimize overfitting. Simonyan and Zisserman47 increased network depth with the VGG model. VGG-19
is made from two groups of two convolutional layers with 64 and 128 channels, and three groups of four convolutional
layers with 256, 512 and 512 channels. VGG is then connected to three fully connected layers and a Softmax classifier.
ConvNets not only grew in depth from the 8 layer AlexNet to 19 layers VGG, but it has also grown in width. The
GoogLeNet50 is a 22-layer network introducing the inception module, where 1×1, 3×3 and 5×5 kernel filters operate
in parallel. The GoogLeNet was the winner of the ILSVRC-2014 with 6.7 percent error for top-5 image classification.
1.

ResNet

The ResNet48 won the ILSVRC-2015 with 3.57 percent error for top-5 image classification by increasing network
depth to 152. While ResNet increased network depth, it however does not produce response maps the same way as
AlexNet, VGG, or GoogLeNet. He et al.48 empirically demonstrated the degradation of ConvNets with increasing
depth even if additional layers are constructed as identity mappings. Consider a two convolutional layer network as
shown in Fig. 4. The output of this second layer is
y = W2 σ1 (W1 x + b1 ) + b2 ,

(18)

where x is the input layer, Wi is the weights of the ith layer, bi is the ith layer bias, and σi (yi ) is the ith layer
activation function. Equation 18 can be written as
y = F (x) ,

(19)

if the input is allowed to skip across the two layers, then
y = R (x) + x,

(20)

such that the convolutional layers are now learning the residual to obtain the optimal response map in y
R (x) = y − x,

(21)

while both Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) trains towards the same optimal response map, it is much easier to find a smaller
fluctuation residual in R than a full weights solution F. Figure 5 provides the full 101-layer ResNet (ResNet-101).
This network was chosen to perform transfer learning to solve the spacecraft detection problem. Since the original
network was trained for the ILSVRC 1000 classes recognition, the final fully-connected layer must be modified to
adapt to the spacecraft problem. The final fully connected layer is reduced from 1000 classes to two classes for
”1U CubeSat” and ”3U CubeSat” for the orbit simulation and in as ”red sat” and ”gauge” for the trial run in the lab
experiment.
2.

Inception-ResNet

Szegedy et al.51 empirically showed that by combining the ResNet methodology with the Inception architecture
resulted in higher performances in accuracy and faster test and inference speed. The so-called Inception-ResNet-V2
can compute ILSVRC top-5 image classification with 3.08 percent error.51 The idea behind the GoogLeNet is to
approximate optimal local sparse structure with multiple layers of the inception module. These inception modules
have parallel path using kernels of various size, which effectively provides narrow and wide receptive fields to operate
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Figure 4. Two-layer network with ”shortcut connection” to drive residual learning.48

Figure 5. 101-Layer ResNet.48

in parallel. A naı̈ve version of the inception concept is shown in Fig. 6.50 The final filtered response map from
the various filter paths concatenates as a single output tensor. Advancing the naı̈ve model, a 1×1 filter is added
prior to the 3×3 and 5×5 layers and after the 3×3 max pooling layer. This added convolutional layer collapses the
input filter channels, effectively extracting the primary features in channel depth. The 1×1 depth-wise kernel greatly
reduces the number of computations for the subsequent filter response layers. Finally, average pooling replaces the
traditional fully connected layers resulting in better accuracy. Leveraging on the success of GoogLeNet and ResNet,
the Inception-ResNet-V2 system combined the inception module with the ResNet residual learning concept.51 Larger
7×7 filters are computed using convolution by separability, reducing the filter kernel into one-dimensional arrays.
Inception − ResN et modules are introduced using the original 1×1 and 3×3 inception method. The input layer
”skips across” to be added to the output layer from the inception module allowing the module to perform residual
learning. The Inception-ReseNet-B module is provided in Fig. 7 as an example of how residual learning is performed
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(a) Naı̈ve Module

(b) Inception-V3 Module
Figure 6. GoogLeNet Inception Module.50

in Inception-ResNet. In this example, a 7×7 kernel is separated into two one-dimensional arrays. Full details of the
Inception-ResNet implementation can be found in Szegedy et al. (2016).51 Based on the findings by Huang et al.,71
this is still the best network for classification, and as the underlying classification network for object detection.

Figure 7. Inception-ResNet-V2 Inception-ResNet-B Module.51

B.

Object Detection

The pre-ConvNet object detection methods use SIFT and HOG features, such as those used in BoVW and DPM.
While these features can be associated with cells in the visual pathway, CNN provides a more informative multi-stage
system for visual classification.75 Legacy ConvNet solutions to object detection are Overfeat76 and the first generation RCNN.53 Although these networks are more accurate than non-CNN solutions, they generate a large number of
bounding boxes by regressively merging towards the region of interest. As a result of the large volume of proposals,
the regression process can be highly time-consuming and requires large amounts of memory. Later improvements
focused on increasing speed of localisation such as Fast-RCNN 54 and Faster-RCNN.55 In each revision of the RCNN
model, more efficient ways of collecting the regional proposals and the use of ConvNet classification were developed.
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1.

Faster-RCNN

The Faster-RCNN 55 is a Regional Proposal Network (RPN) sharing convolutional layers with either ResNet-101 or
Inception-ResNet-V2 as its core classification network. In addition to the classification convolutional layers, RPN
includes layers that simultaneously regress region bounds and objectness scores for each location in a working grid.
These layers are the original detector proposed by Girshick et al.54 in Fast-RCNN. The objectiveness score measures
how well the proposal belongs to specific class compared to the background. The RPN is a Fully Convolutional
Network77 without any fully connected layers. Both the RPN and the Fast-RCNN shares the convolutional layers
generated by the classification network. The regional proposal is created by sliding an additional small network over
the convolutional feature map from the last shared convolutional layer. Each sliding window is mapped to a lowerdimensional feature. The feature is fed into a fully-connected box-regression layer and a box-classification layer. The
number of the maximum proposal at each sliding-window position is k. The regression layer has a 4k output for
the bounding box information, and the classification layer has a 2k score for the probability of object or non-object
in each proposal. The k proposed boxes are called anchor boxes. Faster-RCNN uses 3 scales and 3 aspect ratios,
resulting in 9 anchors at each sliding position. Given the input feature map is W ×H pixels, there are W Hk anchors
in total. In summary, the RPN contains n×n convolutional layers followed by two siblings 1×1 convolutional layers
for regression and classification respectively.
The loss function for Faster-RCNN is
1
1
Lci + λ
(22)
L=
∑ p∗i Lri ,
Nc ∑
N
r
i
i
where c and r represent classification and regression respectively. i is the index of an anchor in a mini-batch, Nc
is the mini-batch size, Nr is the number of anchor locations (i.e. W H). Lci is the anchor classification loss; it is
computed using the log loss, or cross entropy loss, from the ground-truth label and the predicted probability of anchor
i being an object. The anchor label is positive if the highest Intersect Over Union (IoU) overlaps with the ground-truth
bounding box, or if the anchor IoU w.r.t. ground-truth bounding box is greater than 0.7. The anchor is negative if the
IoU with all ground-truth boxes is less than 0.3. The ground-truth anchor label (p∗i ) is 1 if the anchor is positive, and
is 0 otherwise. Anchors that are neither positive or negative are omitted from training. The IoU is defined in Sec. V.E.
λ is set to let Nr and Nc to have similar Order of Magnitude. The regression loss, p∗i Lri , is activated if p∗i = 1 and
Lri = R (ti − t∗i ). R is robust L1 loss function,54
(
0.5x2
if
|x|< 1
R=
(23)
|x|−0.5 otherwise,
The parameters for bounding box regression are,
tx = (x − xa ) /wa ,
tw = log (w/wa ) ,
t∗x = (x∗ − xa ) /wa ,
t∗w = log (w∗ /wa ) ,

ty = (y − ya ) /ha
th = log (h/ha )
t∗y = (y ∗ − ya ) /ha
t∗h = log (h∗ /ha ) ,

(24)

where x, y, w and h provide bounding box center coordinate and its width and height. x, xa , and x∗ represent
the predicted box, anchor box, and ground truth respectively (similar is true for y, w, and h). A depiction of the
Faster-RCNN RPN is provided in Fig. 8.

V.

Simulation and Experiment Parameters

This section provides description of the dynamic simulation reference run, the ConvNet run parameters, the method
for camera image generation, experiment image setup and bounding box scoring metrics.
A.

Dynamic Simulation Parameters

The orbit and attitude simulation initial condition parameters and simulation parameters are provided in Table 1. The
CS orbit was selected to be the same as the International Space Station orbit taken from an observed NORAD Two-Line
Element. The SS orbit is specified relative to the CS. For simplicity, environmental torques were not modelled in the
simulation; however, an artificial torque was applied to the CS. Finally, a delta-V pulse was applied to the SS when it
crosses from −x to +x in the LVLH frame.
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Figure 8. Faster-RCNN Regional Proposal Network.
Table 1. Orbit and attitude simulation parameters.

Description

Data

Simulation Duration (min)

6.833

Data Sampling (sec)

5

Orbit RK4 Stepsize (sec)

1

CS Semi-major Axis (km)

6, 730.394

CS Eccentricity

1.794e − 5

CS Inclination (deg)

51.646

CS RAAN (deg)

107.178

CS Argument of Perigee (deg)

66.462
78.239

CS True Anomaly (deg)
h

SS initial position wrt LVLH (m)
h

SS initial velocity wrt LVLH (mm/s)
SS delta-V in LVLH (mm/s)

0

0

−50

iT

iT
−35 0 145
h
iT
−2 0 0
0.5

Attitude RK4 Stepsize (sec)

iT
10 10 10
h
iT
0 0 0
h
iT
0 0 0
h
iT
0 0 0
h
iT
1 −2 0

h

2

CS MoI (kg − m ) (Ixx Iyy Izz)
CS MoI (kg − m2 ) (Ixy Ixz Iyz)
CS initial Euler angle orientation (deg)
CS initial angular velocity (deg/s)
CS applied torque (1e-4 Nm)
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B.

Camera Image Generation

Synthetic camera images are generated using the 3DS-Max® animation package. The simulated spacecraft pose was
transmitted into 3DS-Max® for model rendering. Figure 9 depicts the 3DS-Max® work environment and the virtual CS
and SS spacecraft. For simplicity, the SS camera is positioned at the SS body frame and has the same orientation. A
virtual camera was created in 3DS-Max® , the camera intrinsic-matrix was calibrated using standard techniques in the
virtual environment. The camera intrinsic-matrix K has the following values:


3, 544.416
−1.874
320


K=
(25)
0
3, 532.546 240 
0
0
1
A mixture of real and synthetically generated CubeSat images was used for training and inference, the description of
the CubeSat and CubeSat image dataset used are provided in Table 2.
Table 2. Virtual camera parameters.

Description

Data

1U CubeSat Geometry (cm)

10×10×10

3U CubeSat Geometry (cm)

10×10×30
1U CubeSat,
3U CubeSat

Class List
Virtual Camera Focal Length (mm)

200

Virtual Camera HFOV (deg)

10.286

Image Dimensions

640×480

Total Number of Images

500

Number of Real CubeSat Images

39 (8%)

Number of Training Images

400 (80%)

Number of Inference Images

100 (20%)

Figure 9. 3D Studio Max environment for synthetic image generation.

C.

Experiment Image Setup

Experimental images are taken from the Spacecraft Proximity Operations Testbed facility of Carleton University
Spacecraft Robotics and Control Laboratory (SRCL) shown in Fig. 10. This facility provides dynamic spacecraft
12 of 23
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hardware simulation using a Gravity Offset Table and air-puck floatation activated spacecraft platforms. The platform
hardware parameters and ConvNet class list, training/inference image set size are provided in Table 3. Experiment
images were taken using an iPhone-6-A1549® iSight® camera.
Table 3. SRCL spacecraft platform parameters.

Description

Data

Testbed Geometry (cm)

30×30×30

Testbed Surface Material

acrylic

Class List

red sat, gauge

iSight® Camera Specification

8 MPix, f/2.2

Image Reduction

640×480

Total Number of Images

556

Number of Training Images

500 (90%)

Number of Inference Images

56 (10%)

Figure 10. Carleton University Spacecraft Robotics and Control Laboratory.

D.

ConvNet Parameters

ConvNet training parameters are provided in Table 4. Transfer learning was performed using pre-trained weights71
based on the Microsoft COCO dataset.60 Object detection training and inference were performed on: CPU: AMD
X8 FX-8350 (125W) 8-Core Sock at AM3+ 4GHz, GPU-1: GeForce GTX-1080 Ti Founders Edition 11 GB, GPU-2:
GeForce GTX-1080 AMP!Extreme Edition 8 GB.
E.

Detection Metric

The standard Jaccard index, or IoU, measures the bounding box prediction performance. The IoU is defined as
J=

|x∩y|
,
|x∪y|

(26)

where x is the ground truth bounding box and y is the predicted bounding box. An IoU threshold greater than
0.5 indicates an Actual Positive (AP ) bounding box match.59 When the probability score for the bounding box
is above 0.5, the bounding box is considered an Estimated Positive (EP ). The True Positive (T P ) is defined as
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Table 4. ConvNet training parameters.

Description

Data

Inception-ResNet-V2 CubeSat Training Learning Rate

0.0003

ResNet-101 CubeSat Training Learning Rate

0.0003

Inception-ResNet-V2 Lab Experiment Training Learning Rate

0.00001

ResNet-101 Lab Experiment Training Learning Rate

0.00003

Inception-ResNet-V2 CubeSat Number of Training Steps

200

ResNet-101 CubeSat Number of Training Steps

200

Inception-ResNet-V2 Lab Experiment Number of Training Steps

2762

ResNet-101 Lab Experiment Number of Training Steps

3000

T P = AP ∩EP . In accordance with Receiver Operating Characteristics,78 accuracy, recall and precision metrics are
defined as a = (T P + T N )/N , r = T P/AP , p = T P/EP respectively; where T N is the True Negative and N is
the number of images. The standard evaluation for ConvNet performance is by using the mean-Average-Precision
(mAP ). mAP is defined59 as
1 C
mAP =
∑ APi
C i=1


Z1
1 C 
=
(27)
∑ pi (r) dr
C i=1
0
"
#
1 C 1
≈
∑ 11
∑ p̃i (r) ,
C i=1
r∈{0,0.1,...,1}
where C is the number of classes and p̃i is the interpolated precision for the ith class. The precision interpolation is
performed by taking the maximum precision measured over the corresponding recall exceeding r as follows,
p̃ (r) = max p (r̃).
r̃:r̃≥r

VI.

(28)

Results and Discussions

The results of the dynamic simulation and CS detection is discussed in the following sections.
A.

Dynamic Simulation

The vehicle attitude and relative orbit simulation results are provided in Fig. 11. The SS approach the CS from the CS
zenith side with 50 meters between the two vehicles and no lateral misalignments. The entire manoeuvre occurs over
nearly seven minutes with one X-direction thrust around four minutes to correct the SS forward drift. The attitude
kinematic-driver continuously point the SS camera towards the CS, this resulted in a large slew manoeuvre by the SS
in the final minute as shown by the attitude plots. The large slew manoeuvre is evident in the virtual camera image
sequences.
B.

Spacecraft Detection

Qualitative results of the CubeSat detection is provided in Fig. 12, both Inception-Resnet-V2 and ResNet-101 produced
excellent detection and bounding box generation. In addition to the synthetic results, two sets of laboratory experiment are provided in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 under light and dark lighting conditions respectively. The results show the
”CubeSat” class detection has high probability while ”Guage” and ”3U CubeSat” were not detected in most images.
The reason is due to a lack of images for the secondary class objects in the training set. ResNet-101 trained much
faster than Inception-ResNet-V2, quantitative results are provided in Sec. C. Both networks can become unstable during training and saturated quickly after high numbers of training steps. Part of the reason for this instability is possibly
due to a lack of different views in the image set resulting in over-fitting. A high regularisation weight was applied to
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Figure 11. CubeSat Simulation Pose. Subfigure (a) provides the absolute orientation of the CubeSat body frames w.r.t. inertial space.
Subfigure (b) provides the relative position of the SS w.r.t. the LVLH and the orientation of the CS body w.r.t. the SS body frame.
a https://youtu.be/AoZgJbjF4Ac

stabilise the training. However, results from longer training were not as accurate as short training sessions soon after
the initial loss decay. The model weights trained with short duration worked sufficiently well.
C.

Network Performance

Class 2 objects were omitted in the quantitative analysis due to reasons stated in Sec. B. Since the main CS body is
the subject of interest for navigation state estimation, the omission of the number two class objects will not have a
great impact on pose estimation. Quantitative results for ROC, average inference timing, mAP and average IoU for
class 1 objects are provided in Table 5 and Table 6 respectively. The ROC results in Table 5 is based on detection
probability and IoU threshold of 0.5. In summary, Inception-ResNet-V2 out-performs ResNet-101 in accuracy and
precision in the Synthetic Images. On the other hand, ResNet-101 resulted in higher accuracies in the lab experiment images. Overall, Inception-ResNet-V2 has higher accuracy and precision than ResNet-101. Additionally, lab
experiment images have higher accuracy and precision than the synthetic ones. To gain a comprehensive comparison
between Inception-ResNet-V2 and Resnet-101, the detection probability score and IoU thresholds were varied between
zero to one independently. The mAP from the precision versus recall curve and the average IoU over all the images
were computed. Table 6 shows Inception-ResNet-V2 outperforms ResNet-101 in both mAP and IoU by less than one
percent; however, the Inception-ResNet-V2 inference speed is nearly four times ResNet-101 and the training speed
more than doubles ResNet-101. Fig. 15 provides a detailed analysis of network performance. Subfigure (a) shows
IoU versus 1 − Detection Probability. By displaying probability error, the detection probability can be plotted on a
semi-log graph exposing more differences between the Inception-ResNet-V2 and ResNet-101 networks. Majority of
the bounding box detection can be seen to have a probability higher than 0.9 with IoU higher than 0.7 with Inception-
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a

(a)

(b)
Figure 12. Simulated CubeSat detection using faster-RCNN based on various classifier networks. Subfigure (a) is baselined in InceptionResNet-V2 and Subfigure (b) is baselined in ResNet-101.
a https://youtu.be/AfBw4jGBz6Y
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a

(a)

(b)
Figure 13. Operational CubeSat platform detection using faster-RCNN based on various classifier networks. Subfigure (a) is baselined in
Inception-ResNet-V2 and Subfigure (b) is baselined in ResNet-101.
a https://youtu.be/M1ceJWM4pKM
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a

(a)

(b)
Figure 14. Laboratory environment CubeSat platform detection using faster-RCNN based on various classifier networks. Subfigure (a) is
baselined in Inception-ResNet-V2 and Subfigure (b) is baselined in ResNet-101.
a https://youtu.be/GwaIWk6cjzs
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ResNet-V2 showing detection probability error lower than 10−4 to 10−3 in the lab experiment images. Subfigure (b)
shows both networks has very high precision versus recall curve, indicating both are good classificiation detectors.
A closer evaluation of Subfigure (b) shows Inception-ResNet-V2 enjoys a slight advantage over ResNet-101 when the
recall rate is nearly one. Subfigure (c) and (d) shows Inception-ResNet-V2 outperforms ResNet-101 in accuracy for
varying detection probability and IoU threshold. It should be noted, however, when detection probability threshold is
set to above 0.9, the accuracy between the two networks is nearly identical. In summary, the Inception-ResNet-V2 is
a more accurate network than ResNet-101 as the result of taking advantages of narrow and wide receptive fields. For
the same reason, this network is slower to operate and takes longer to train.
Table 5. Network performance for Class 1 objects. Comparing synthetic and real images and various network types. Detection Probability
and IoU thresholds set to 0.5

Description

Accuracy

Recall

Precision

Synthetic Images Inception-ResNet-V2

0.9495

1.0000

0.9265

Synthetic Images ResNet-101

0.8081

1.0000

0.7683

Real Images Inception-ResNet-V2

0.9636

0.9630

1.0000

Real Images ResNet-101

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

Inception ResNet-V2

0.9545

0.9829

0.9583

ResNet-101

0.8766

1.0000

0.8593

Synthetic Images

0.8788

1.0000

0.8400

Real Images

0.9818

0.9813

1.0000

Table 6. Network performance for Class 1 objects. Comparing various network types with threshold variation.IoU denotes average IoU
over test images omitting images with IoU = 0.

Description

Average Training
Timing (min)

Average Inference
Timing (ms)

mAP

IoU

Inception-ResNet-V2

30.0

418

0.9922

0.8814

ResNet-101

12.1

115

0.9880

0.8805

VII.

Conclusion

In conclusion, this investigation developed a dynamic simulator for CubeSat orbit and attitude simulation and used
3DS-Max® software for synthetic image generation. Two state-of-the-art deep learning ConvNets were used to produce
bounding box of the target spacecraft and laboratory test platform. Results show after applying transfer learning, the
RPN faster-RCNN network based on Inception-ResNet-V2 and ResNet-101 image classifiers produce useful object
detection of the target spacecraft vehicle. The Inception-ResNet-V2 network is slightly more accurate and precise in
detection, while the ResNet-101 network can be trained in less than half the time and is nearly four-times faster during
inference.
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Figure 15. Network performance for Class 1 objects. SYN is the synthetic CAD images from the CubeSat ProxOps simulation. REAL is
the experimental lab images of the spacecraft platforms. IR is the Inception-ResNet-V2 network model. R is the ResNet-101 network model.
Estm Prob Lmt is the probability threshold of 0.5, detection box with probability lower than this threshold is rejected. Actual BBX Lmt is the
IoU threshold of 0.5, bounding boxes with IoU higher than this threshold are considered as Actual Positives (AP ). Subfigure (a) provides
IoU for various test conditions and network configurations. Subfigure (b) compares precision versus recall for Inception-ResNet-V2 and
ResNet-101 models by varying both detection probability and IoU thresholds. Subfigure (c) and (d) compares network accuracy of varying
detection probability and IoU thresholds. When computing accuracy, the non-varying threshold is held to the default value of 0.5 for both
IoU and detection probability.
a Graphs

best viewed in colour.
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APPENDIX

The simulated unperturbed orbit provided in Eq. (3) is validated with the CW solution for close-proximity circular
orbit. The CW EoM for a body in the Hill’s frame is
ẍ − 2ω ẏ = fx
ÿ + 2ω ẋ − 3ω 2 y = fy

(29)

2

z̈ + ω z = fz ,
where ω is the Hill’s frame orbital frequency such that ω 2 r3 = µ. The Hill’s frame is defined as Y pointing to the
zenith, X pointing aft, and Z complete the right-hand. The unperturbed solution to Eq. (29) expressed in LVLH is
"
#
"
#
rco,so
rco,so
co
co
= Φ (t)
(30)
ṙco,so
ṙco,so
co
co
0

t

where Φ is the state transition matrix,
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2 sin (ωt)
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(31)

Equation (30) was used to validate the relative orbit difference between CS and SS computed by the absolute orbit
integration. Figure 16 provides an example of the simulation validation using the unperturbed CW solution. Subfigure
(a) shows match in orbit trajectory after three orbits. Subfigure (b) shows the SS trajectory in LVLH where delta-V
adjustment at Z = −20m is not available in the CW solution.
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(a) Three orbit propagation
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Figure 16. Example of orbit simulation validation expressed in the LVLH. In subfigure (b), the CW general solution does not make a course
adjustment at Z = −20m where the integrated solution takes into account the delta-V adjustment in the SS trajectory.
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